WORLD BUILDING

Name of World or Universe with multiple Worlds:

______________________________

Circle one: community in a world/ state in a world/ country in a world / whole world

GENERAL:

What brings them joy? ________________________________

What do they wear? ________________________________

What are the foods they eat? ________________________________

How many inhabitants/people? ________________________________

What year/ past/present/future/ time travelling?

______________________________

What do the terrain and buildings look like?

______________________________

How do people travel? ________________________________

What do they wear? ________________________________

What is daily life like? ________________________________

ELEMENTS:

What is the weather? ________________________________

What are the animals there? ________________________________

What are their hobbies/sports/arts/ media?

______________________________

What are the animals there? ________________________________

More on back -----------------------------
What do the rooms look like/ technology/furnishings?

___________________________________________________________________________

What are their hobbies/sports/arts/ media?

___________________________________________________________________________

What are their social structures/schools/politics/ money?

____________________________________________________________________________

ORDER OF IMPORTANCE

I (Always there, Highly Important) example: home of main character, partner, children:

___________________________________________________________________________

II (Often there, Somewhat Influential) example: main boss, best friend, favorite places to relax and have fun:

___________________________________________________________________________

III (Sometimes Present, Not Very Important) example: popular band or celebrity, a popular fictional drink

___________________________________________________________________________

IV (Rarely present, Not important) example: Neighbors/politicians/ children:

____________________________________________________________________________

DRAW A PICTURE OF YOUR WORLD—COULD BE A MAP:

Questions based on Draw with Jazza!